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Résumé

Cet article examine les liens entre un texte d’histoire de l’art écrit

nouveau et visait à circonscrire la culture de « notre coin de terre »
d’une manière aussi « progressive » et « scientifique » que possible.
Notre article s’intéresse surtout aux moyens pris par une histoire de
l’art post-winckelmannienne, mais antérieure au milieu du dix-neu

vers la fin du dix-huitième siècle et l’institution dans laquelle et pour
laquelle il a été conçu, à savoir l’Université de Gôttingen (la « Georg/a
Augusta ») en Allemagne du Nord. Bien que l’objectif principal de cet
essai soit d’analyser un cas précoce (peut-être même le premier
cas?) par le biais duquel l’histoire de l’art devint une discipline acadé
mique, nous y abordons plus largement le rôle de la discipline dans la
formation de l’érudition universitaire moderne. Nous voulons mon

vième siècle, visant à intégrer ces analyses de la culture à une époque
qui voyait l’épanouissement des sciences humaines, une connais

sance croissante des « autres » cultures et une nouvelle conception
théorique de l’histoire. Par conséquent, l’histoire de l’art de Fiorillo
doit être considérée en termes de la particularité propre du lieu où il
l’a écrite, et cela suppose que la constitution d’une histoire de l’art

trer que la constitution de l’histoire de l’art comme discipline dans
cette institution allemande, considérée alors comme la plus mo
derne de son époque, était étroitement liée à un modèle « progres
sif » et « scientifique » d’érudition, né de préoccupations théoriques
développées par ses historiens de profession, parmi lesquels on
retrouve Johann Dominicus Fiorillo, un artiste et un membre du
corps professoral. Celui-ci collabora à une série de volumes sur
l’histoire des arts et sciences parrainée par l’Université elle-même
par la publication entre 1798 et 1808 de cinq volumes de son histoire

universitaire doit être nécessairement considérée dans la production
du savoir culturel de l’Université de Gôttingen (et du Siècle des
Lumières) sur l’identité humaine et européenne. L’histoire de l’art

comme nouvelle discipline dont les objectifs étaient justement d’ar
chiver « notre culture », peut ainsi être reconnue comme une partie
prenante du « master narrative » historiciste, dominant dans l’érudi

tion universitaire occidentale et dans la formation de la modernité

de l’art. Cette série avait été pensée comme un « monument »
approprié pour la fin d’un siecle éclairé et le début d’un siècle

européenne.

It is generally accepted that Johann Joachim Winckelmann

“free” scholar, that is, one not employed by an educational
institution. Winckelmann himself quite clearly drew the dis
tinction between his position as a free scholar and what he
viewed as the un désirable position of an educational “pédant”,
claiming that only in Italy could a scholar avoid the pitfalls
associated with the stifling educational institutional life of his
native Germany/ While much of Winckelmann’s characterization of the moribund state of higher éducation in Germany may
be true, it is so only in part, for shortly after the time in which
Winckelmann was writing his works, the first university teach
ing of art history would be instituted in Germany, and it would
be the university that would produce art historical texts linking
that discipline to the larger concerns of the new conceptions of
history being forged in the latter décades of the eighteenth
century.5
The présent essay is a considération of these developments,
and also an analysis that places them in the context of questions
regarding the production of historical knowledge in which early
academie art historical texts might hâve participated. What I
am particularly interested in is the “history” side of the “art
history” équation, not in the sense of a history of the idea of an
art independent from history,6 but in terms of the intersection
of late eighteenth-century concepts of history with a history of
art. This intersection, which takes place during the perceived
shift from Enlightenment historiés to nineteenth-century historicism,7 is seen as critical to the writing of a university-based

was the first art historian to attempt a history of art (rather than
of artists) in his 1764 History of the Art ofAntiquity (Geschichte
der Kunst des Alterthums) J This publication, in which Winckel
mann wrote a history based upon the art objects of antiquity
and their relationship to Beauty through an historical model of
rise and décliné, has consequently gained him an important
réputation for a new historically based writing about art and
culture. This réputation has, however, tended to obscure the
fact that Winckelmann’s historical interest was not an isolated
one for his time, and not even an unusually sophisticated one,
but rather part of a larger development of an historical consciousness now accepted as germane to Western modernity.2
This larger development during the eighteenth century has
been linked particularly with German scholars at Protestant
universities and academies,3 sites far removed from the Catholic
Rome in which Winckelmann lived and worked. In Germany,
university scholars were engaged with a reorientation to an
understanding and usage of the past, and it is a récognition of
this réorientations importance for the academie discipline of art
history in that country which will be argued for here. This
suggested shift thus not only flattens outs Winckelmann’s work
but also aims at integrating institutional practices and the devel
opment of academie discipline into eighteenth-century art
historical historiography. Tt should be remembered that Winckel
mann’s work as an art historian came from the position of a
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art history. It has recently been pointed out — perhaps with
some exaggeration - that the lack of interest in Enlightenmcnt
historiography in general is an “intellectual embarrassmcnt”,
limited mainly to the évaluation of the degree of “modernity”
(that is, the use of a scientific model) of particular authors or
texts,8 and something similar might be said about art historical
texts of this period. Not only are they little read, but the idea of
history that was such a critical part of their mandate is almost
entirely unexplored. In the présent analysis I therefore propose
to focus on what I consider a substantial art historical sériés
produced in Germany during the years 1798 to 1808, with the
spécifie intent of considering this sériés within the wider parameters of both the place in which it was produced - the
German university - and the academie enquiry in which it
participated, that is, the knowledge and understanding of the
présent through a study of the past.

ists, and brings us to the kind of art history with which we
today are most familiar, that is, an art history produced almost
exclusively by university professors.
Although Fiorillo’s work has generally been considered as
transitional between Winckelmann’s art history and the “great”
art historians of the nineteenth century, there hâve been some
recent attempts in German art historical circles to establish him
as a “forefather” of art historical writing. This recent scholarship
has focused on both the recovery of a lost réputation and a
conséquent close reading of Fiorillo’s work; it has, however,
tended to pass over the relationship between the production of
an art history and the institution in which it was produced. A
main concern, instead, has been an attempt to “correctly” place
man and work into an historical period in which they might
“fit”.15 Since Fiorillo’s work was produced roughly during the
beginning years of what is called the Romantic period, much of
the scholarly work regarding him has been concerned with
determining his influence (or lack thereof) on/by the Romantic
stirrings of turn-of-the-century Germany.16 This interest is tied
very much to the illustriousness of some of Fiorillo’s pupils, who
included the nineteenth-century art historian Garl Friedrich
von Rumohr and the romantic writers Tieck and Wackcnroder
with their interest in médiéval revival and German nationalism.
In addition, since Fiorillo was to a limited extent involved also
with the Schlegels and with Goethe, he has been considered in
terms of the classic-romantic debate ofthe late eighteenth cen
tury. Yet almost ail of these considérations leave out the univer
sity of Gôttingen entirely, thus severing Fiorillo’s multi-volumed
opus from the institution that produced it, and shutting down
the interesting possibility that art history as a discipline might
hâve been more germane to that university’s self-proclaimed
“modernity” and “progressiveness” (and, hence, to these con
cepts in a larger sense) than previously rccognized.
To understand both the university project and art history’s
rôle within it, it is first necessary to look briefly at the Georgia
Augusta itself and to those circumstances that made up its
singularity, for it seems to hâve been the first university to
include art history as relevant to its programming aims and,
hence, to what it would claim as its modernity. The university at
Gôttingen was recognized in its own time as embodying the
“new” and the modem (in which the modem represented the
anti-traditional),17 a function related first of ail to the universi
ty’s newness in terms of âge, for it had been founded in 1734
(officially opened in 1737), making it one of only three German
universities (the others being Breslau and Erlangen) to be established in the eighteenth century. It was also a Protestant univer
sity, claiming to be interested in new secular knowlcdges rather
than the furtherance of religious orthodoxy, as in the case of
Germany’s Catholic universities. Anothcr claim to modernity
came from the university’s close relationship to what many

The text under considération was written by the painter-turnedacademic Johann Dominicus Fiorillo (1748-1821)9 at the uni
versity at Gôttingen (the Georgia Augusta) (fig. 1) between the
years 1798 and 1808. Entitled Geschichte der zeichnenden Künste
von ihrer Wiederauflebung bis aufdie neuesten Zeiten (History of
the Arts from their Revival to the Présent Time), the sériés consisted of historiés of painting and the graphie arts of Rome and
Tuscany (volume 1, 1798), ofVenice, Lombardy, Sicily, Liguria
and Piedmont (volume 2, 1801), of France (volume 3, 1803,
1805), of Spain (volume 4, 1806) and of Great Britain (volume
5, 1808).10 The German-born but Italian-trained Fiorillo had
first served the university as curator of its print collection and
then as lecturer on the history of art within the faculty of
Philosophy. He would later be appointed the first full professor
of the history of art in 1813. Fiorillo was a prolific writer on his
subject, producing monographs and short articles throughout
the decade of the 1780s,11 followed by what would be recognized as his magnum opus. His five-volume Geschichte represents
not only the kind of art history that Fiorillo taught his students,
but also the newly forged relation between art history and the
rest of the university, for his text was quite specifically conceived
as part of a comprehensive fifty-seven volume historical sériés
published under the editorship of Johann Gottfried Eichhorn, a
Gôttingen professor of philosophy and biblical scholar. The
sériés was entitled Geschichte der Künste und Wissenschaften seit
der Wiederherstellung derselben bis an das Ende des achtzehnten
Jahrhunderts (History of the Arts and Sciences from their Re
establishment to the End ofthe Eighteenth Genturyfr1 and was to
represent the best work of what was considercd an innovative
faculty,13 with Fiorillo taking his place among them. The prés
ence of an art historical text in this larger university project14
thus marks a change from earlier art historiés that were largely
written by and for cognoscenti, collectors, art theorists and art20
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Figure IJ. P. Kaltenhôfer, /w of Gôttingen and its University. Engraving, 103 x 5.4 cm. (Photo: reproduced from Johann Stephan Piitter, Versuch einer academischen Gelehrten-Geschichte
von der Georg-August-Universitat zu Gôttingen, Gôttingen, 1765, 1. Courtesy of the Bruce Peel Spécial Collections Library, University of Alberta).

At Gôttingen, the response to the charges of the outdated
and irrelevant university was the development of an anti-traditional curriculum that would attract students, particularly feepaying students, to a new university. The curriculum thus became
a recruiting device, consciously rejecting the scholasticism and
pedagogy of the seventeenth-century universities,21 as well as
their essentially ecclesiastical mandate. In conjunction with this
rejection of traditional learning was also the pursuit of only the
most original and productive thinkers for the university’s professoriate, rather than the relayers of accepted knowledge associated with the traditional university.22 It was these men (for they
were ail men) who would create new knowledge, and in its
recruiting drive, begun under the leadership of its first presi
dent, Gerlach Adolf von Münchhausen, the Georgia Augusta
had been particularly successful in luring to Gôttingen some of
Germany’s leading professors. Once at the university, professors
were guaranteed complété freedom in both tcaching and research; research, in fact, was expected of ail faculty, and it was in
order to relay the spirit of enquiry that the teaching form of the
seminar was first developed at the university of Gôttingen.23
Gôttingen’s new curriculum and teaching methods were
geared to that social group from which the university believed it
had the most to gain, the fee-paying sons of the large German
nobility and upper professional classes,24 a fact that should be

German intellectuals believed to be the anti-traditional character of eighteenth-century British thought, for the university had
been founded through the administration of George II, king of
England and also Elector of Hanover (hencc, the name “Georgia Augusta”).18 This identity of the new and the modem raises
the question of what this claim might hâve meant for observers
of the time. While there is no doubt that the university of
Gdttingen’s claims are in tune with our notions of the eighteenth century’s enlightened pursuit of secular knowledge,19 there
is also the prosaic fact that eighteenth-century universities, at
least those that counted themselves successful, did not create
curricula according to purely theoretical concerns. This is particularly true of eighteenth-century Germany, where the beginning of the century saw a serious crisis in the commitment to
the idea of university éducation itself, a crisis essentially unresolved even by the end of the century.20 A university éducation,
rather surprisingly for an âge that has been represented as being
dedicated to the pursuit of reason and knowledge, was in fact
criticized throughout the century as not relevant enough to
those needing to fmd gainful employment. Thus, the eight
eenth-century university was frequently under attack, and it
seems relevant to look at curriculum innovations as rcsponses to
this attack rather than only in terms of a history of ideas or
Zeitgeist.
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considers racist Anglo thought regarding human culture on the
continent, and he therefore points to Gôttingen as playing an
important rôle in the production of cultural knowledge about
what it was to be both human and European. Bernai sees this
type of cultural/social knowledge as being both produced and
disseminated through elite university practice, such as Gôttingen’s
reforms of academie freedom and teaching innovations like the
seminar. While Bernais observations regarding the university of
Gôttingen are fairly brief (his main concern is with a much
larger and contested argument32 regarding what he believes is
the West’s essentially erroneous and racially motivated manu
facture of its own Greek héritage), his observations do point to
some interesting directions when considering the History of
the Arts and Sciences in general, and Fiorillo’s contribution in
particular.
As Bernai daims, Gôttingen was considered a European
leader in the researching of human culture through the modem
university practices of seminar teaching and faculty research,
and in the dissémination of that research to a wider public
through publishing programmes. Much of that research was
dedicated to the understanding of the human subject, particu
larly the contemporary European subject against a spotty background of a larger panthéon of world cultures, an aim which
accords with that set out in the introduction to the fifty-seven
volumes of Gôttingen’s History ofthe Arts and Sciences from their
Re-establishment to the End of the Eighteenth Century. Here is
found the central question which the historiés within it were to
answer: “How did our part of the earth arrive at its présent
culture, and how did our society progress from a state of rawness through to the présent stages of improvement, ennoblement and refinement?”33 The historiés it contained, and which
were to clarify the nature of “our” présent culture (historiés such
as those of “culture and literature”, “Greek and Roman literature”, “Philosophy”, “Mathematics”, “War”, technology and
the arts),34 had their foundation in the university’s System of
teaching, where they contributed to varying forms of the large
concept of a “universal history” in its eighteenth-century ver
sion, which purported to study “ail of [humankind’s] ways,
from land to land, from folk to folk, from âge to âge” according
to “successive origins, ennoblements and détériorations”.35 In
actual practice, the various “lands,” “folk” and “humankind”
studied were most often those of Europe itself, for not only were
they the most accessible for research, but they could contribute
most greatly to the understanding of the contemporary Euro
pean state.
If we turn back to the massive History of the Arts and
Sciences and narrow our focus to Fiorillo’s art history within it,
this European orientation becomes clear, although, as shall be
seen, this did not preclude the occasional incorporation of what
was believed to be known about non-European cultures. Fiorillo’s

kept in mind when considering the later rôle of art history at
the university. The university’s own power and authority were
closely linked to the house of Hanover (and thus the British
king), and its central concern throughout the century would
remain that of satisfying the educational nceds of Germany’s
large nobility, as well as the newer and increasingly influential
official and professional classes. The needs of this new “enlightened” génération included professionalization, particularly in
the field of law; however, the acquisition of those accomplishments traditionally associated with ruling-class culture also retaincd their importance. These ranged from horsemanship
(which had a particularly strong presence at Gôttingen) to what
Pierre Bourdieu has identified, in his study of educational insti
tutions, as a gentlemanly “type of relationship to language and
culture”,25 a relationship enhanced by some knowledge of the
visual arts and their history. Part of the modernity of the univer
sity, in fact, lay prccisely in its combining of the tradition of the
honnete homme — Bourdieu’s “games of distinction”26 — with a
new emphasis on professionalization.
Although three (Law, Medicine, Theology) of the four
faculties found at cighteenth-century universities were geared to
career concerns, it was also recognized that the “truly educated”
modem gentleman needed a balance to career-based knowl
edge. This was to be provided by the remaining faculty of the
university, that of Philosophy, which included essentially everything clse, such as the natural sciences and the new discipline of
history. History, in particular, would become an important
component of a new curriculum, making the Georgia Augusta
the “most modem university in Germany”.27 Here, an understanding of historical development was increasingly seen as
necessary to an understanding of contemporary culture and
society, so that the true object of history became what Michel
Foucault has argued was that gcncrally of the later eighteenth
century, that is, the human being.28 It is in the context of the
shift to the human as both subject and object that Foucault has
placed the “invention” of the human sciences, and it is also in
this context that the various human historiés as conceived and
taught at Gôttingen - from the théories of race proposed by
Christoph Meiners and Johann Friedrich Blumenbach (who
would coin the word “Caucasian” in the 1790s)29 to new théo
ries of history as interpreted by Johann Christoph Gatterer and
August Ludwig von Schlôzer30 to a new art history as conceived
by Fiorillo — can be considered.
Martin Bernai, in his controversial Black Athéna, has argued
that the university of Gôttingen was the “embryo of ail later,
modem, diversified and professional universities”, and maintains that the university’s knowledge-making was essentially
steeped in, and constitutive of, ethnicity and racism.31 According to Bernai, the university served as a conduit for what he
22
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each other.43 It is a question that indicates Fiorillo’s reliance on
the anthropologically, racially and historically based endeavours
of his university colleagues, and his answering of it will also
display his reliance on their ideas regarding the importance of
linkages and Systems — rather than ecclesiastic or dynastie events —
when it came to studying culture via its artefacts. Fiorillo conceived of these linkages in terms of a structure, so that meaning,
as in the Linnaean System recently developed for natural history,
was derived from the structure itself, rather than any one individual part of it. Thus, while Fiorillo conceded that the life of
the artist, as the traditional basis for historiés of art, was still
important to him, the minute details ofthe artists life were not.
Instead of scrutinizing the life of the artist as an independent
entity, he Iooked to linkages between artists - those of place,
style and particularly school — as the focus of his work, and it is
these connections that would form the structure and also the
meaning of his history. Glose connoisseurial looking no longer
“worked” for Fiorillo, who needed instead to look large (he
writes of his “comprehensive overview”)44 in order to see the
entire structure of his history of art with ail its influences,
exchanges, patterns and movements.
He claimed that this structurally based overview was necessary to the construction of a “general history” and that, conversely, it was also this general history that was necessary to a
true history of art.45 General history acceptcd the possibility of
different rates of the “civilizing” process concurrently taking
place, so that, for instance, the South Sea Islanders may still be
in a “raw” state while “wc” hâve progressed to a more “civilized”
state.46 In addition, a culture with an “advanced” state in the
arts and sciences could, in fact, hasten the process in other
cultures through direct contact, a notion, of course, critical to
colonizing powers and one which demonstrated the importance
of the linkages on which Fiorillo based his history.47 Fiorillo’s
observations regarding the “civilized” and “not-yet-civilized”
could not hâve been made before the eighteenth century explo
sion of publications “revealing” and making accessible to scholars the “rest of the world”. It is not surprising that Fiorillo
would make use of such publications, for not only were they
well represented in Gôttingen’s famous library (fig. 2),48 but
they were also the main sources for much of the new work being
produced at Gôttingen. Meiners, for instance, relied almost
entirely on travel literature for his research into the categories of
humanity,49 and Blumenbach maintained a close correspondence with Joseph Banks, believing Banks’ collection of voyage
accounts as essential to the formation of his theory of races.50
Fiorillo’s art history is no exception to this academie interest in
the discoveries of the time. He names, for instance, Captain
Gook’s Travels and Voyage to the Northern Hemisphere, Mcares’
Wy/zgï? from China to the Northwest Coast ofAmerica, Portlock’s
Voyage round the World and Forster’s Observations made duringa

broad-ranging observations were, in fact, the base upon which
he would make daims for the originality and legitimacy of his
work, for his art history was to be an academie contribution, as
befitted his rôle as professor. In the words of Christoph Meiners,
Fiorillo was indeed a “truc” professor, that is, one who “knows
the theory and history of his subject”.36 Fiorillo, too, viewed his
position in terms of the university for, although his original
training had been as an artist, he observed that the university
was not an art academy and therefore required a different kind
of work.37 For him, this would bc a history of art written
according to the “light that has in our time already illuminated
historical and philosophical enquiry”.38 He thus took to task
the current state of art historical studios, which he claimed
consisted only of a “very great mass” of artist biographies,
dictionaries of art and descriptions of galleries, cabinets and
collections, as well as the proceedings of art academies, anec
dotes, criticism and “news” about art.39 With these sentiments
Fiorillo echoed Gatterer, who had written of his désire to leave
behind “geschmacklose Kompilatoren” (“tasteless compilations”)
and to pursue instead a comprehensive overview, which would
form a “true history”.40 Fiorillo, too, would go on to dismiss as
useless, for his time and âge, the compilations of Durand,
Rollin and Felibien, and would find only the art historical work
of his countryman, the “great” Johann Joachim Winckclmann,
as relevant to his own art historical project.41
This project, like Winckelmann’s, would display notions of
cultural progress; however, it also attempted to stake a territory
beyond Winckelmann’s history of Greek art through a concen
tration on the present-day period. This is not to say that Fiorillo
rejected Winckelmann’s work on the Greeks, but perhaps rather
the opposite, that the “great” Winckelmann had already said ail
there was to say about the Greek art that Fiorillo acccptcd as
séminal to Western culture. Fiorillo’s task was, thus, differently
oriented than Winckelmann’s, for he attempted a history of art
in terms of a continuing proccss and, therefore, could not
organize his history in the Winckelmannian (and also Vasarian)
terms of self-limiting cycles. Instead of trying to account for the
perfections reached by the past, Fiorillo’s task was to considcr
modem European art as the product of a general and continu
ing progress of humankind and as it was being mapped by his
contemporaries.42
Fiorillo’s aims are most clearly laid out in the introduction
to his multi-volumed work, in which he begins his history of art
not with a question related specifically to art or to artists, but
one indebted to the larger questions being asked by the practi
tioners of the new historical thinking. The question he posed
asked whether ail of humanity might hâve had a common
ancestor (an Urfolk) from which ail arts and sciences simultaneously originated, or whether various groups might hâve developed the arts and sciences concurrently, yet independently of
23
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Figure 2. J. P. Kaltenhofer, Library of the Georg-August University. Engraving, 10.6 x 4.7 cm. (Photo: reproduced from Johann Stephan Pütter, Versuch einer academischen Gelehrten-Geschichte von
der Georg-August-Universitàt zu Gôttingen, Gôttingen, 1765, I. Courtesy of the Bruce Peel Spécial Collections Library, University of Alberta).

tradition. He pointed out, for instance, that Cook, Meares and
Portlock ail noted the preference for the colour rcd by the “raw
peoples” of Van Diemans Land (Tasmania) and of America, a
preference Fiorillo interpreted as a primitive tendency to prefer
strong colour over the more civilized concern with form.54 He
upheld the view that art had begun with a simple outline, which
was then coloured in with a solid monochromatic colour “undoubtedly the simplest and oldest form of painting” - and
which had later “progressed” to greater subtletics.55 Since the
preference for form could only be regarded by Fiorillo as a
“progression” to the liking of colour (following the accepted
notions of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century art theorists
like De Piles), the travel writings served as a “proof” to what he
already believed and had always taught. Fiorillo could therefore
“scientifically” claim that accomplished représentations of form
were, indeed, only to be found in those cultures that hâve
advanced to “skilled/practiced senses” (“geübtere Sinne”) - cul
tures like “our” own.56 Thus, it is only in “our” kind of culture
that one finds the ability to represent three-dimensional form
perfectly, a rcsult of intelligent observation, technical mastery
and technological advance. A perfect three-dimensional mime-

Voyage round the World^ as texts he had found particularly
pertinent both to “explaining” a history of art and also to the
explaining of the présent state of “our culture”.52 For Fiorillo,
the travel writings provided modem and “scientific”
(wissenschaftliche) proof of what he believed to be true, that is,
that there exist natural human tendencies to imitation, repré
sentation and ornamentation, tendencies that could then be
charted in terms of their “progress” toward technical and aesthetic perfection. Technical and aesthetic achievements (judged
always according to Western standards), were in turn the signs
of the level of “civilization” and “humanity” reached by varying
peoples. The travel writings, with their descriptions and illustra
tions of the objects and marks made by “raw peoples” thus
provided to Fiorillo both demonstrable proof of, and a measurable distance between, the visual culture of “primitive” peoples
- Fiorillo calls them “childlike people” (“kindischen
Menschen”)53 - and the advanced culture of “ourselves”.
In addition to providing information about the beginnings
of art and culture, eighteenth-century travel writings were also
interpreted by Fiorillo as endorsements to the daims of Western
art theory as he had learned it in the European art academy
24
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of European art had been used by others, specifically Luigi
Lanzi in his Storia pittorica dell’Italia (1789) - a work wellknown to Fiorillo - Fiorillo’s usage of the concept indicates his
attempts to construct what he called a more “useful” structure
of schools of art, one which he claimed would provide a com
préhensive understanding of the whole of modem art culture.59
Fiorillo made the point that Lanzi’s writing about the visual arts
had focused too much on schools in isolation from each other, a
System that had led to a misleading “overabundance” of especially Italian schools.60 For Fiorillo, only demonstrable différ
ences in climatc, religion and institutions could produce true
schools that were sufficiently distinct from each other to represent the stages of European culture - whether they be consid
ered at régional, national or international levels - that essentially
formed the core of his history. In order to achieve his useful
structure, Fiorillo relied on his System of “Wcrwandschaft und
Verkettung”61 (“relationship and linkage”) between schools in
order to ascertain the components which made up the direction
of change. Therefore, in his discussion of the Venetian school,
for instance, his concern was to first ascertain the “seed” of that
school by discarding dubious accounts (defined as those that
could not be verified by other accounts) and replacing them
with a study of what could be known regarding the social,
political and religious circumstances out of which the school
had formed. Out of this matrix, Fiorillo could demonstrate the
essential progressive quality of Venetian art as it moved to ever
greater illusionistic and technological mastery, in line with increasingly progressive advances in other areas of Venetian life,
such as politics and trade. By adding to the more standard
discussions of artists’ lives and work (although these still form
the majority of his texts) details of Systems of patronage, rulers,
économies, master-student influences and the “linkages” be
tween these (as when he considered the case of French artists
who might hâve been in Italy during the fifteenth century),
Fiorillo was able to construct what he regarded as a useful
history of painting which could take its place alongside the
historiés being produced by his colleagues. In addition, his
practice of combining the many separate details that had appeared in other historiés of art — particularly in Vasari and
Lanzi - with a new network of references and asides outlining
political and social circumstances resultcd in a text visually
approximating the heavily referenced works of his colleagues.

sis of idéal forms as practiced in eighteenth-century European
visual culture was thereby given meaning in terms of its contrast
to the two-dimensional représentation Fiorillo now “knows” is
typical of “raw peoples”. For Fiorillo, it was the now-proven
presence of “raw peoples” and their artefacts that was of impor
tance, for not only did they provide proof of “beginnings”, but
they also rendered the unanswerable question of whether there
was a single Urfolk or several actually irrelevant to the “truths”
of his argument. In either case — separate beginnings for separate races or one beginning for ail - the “truth” was still the
same, that is, ail beginnings are represented by a “primitive” state
of the arts which then develops and progresses, as a people
develops and progresses, into aesthetic and technological mastery.
Fiorillo’s ultimate interest, however, was not in “other”
cultures, but in “our” own, with his comments about the findings of travellers providing a scientifically objective apologia
and introduction to what would form the most lengthy part of
his contribution to the Georgia Augusta’s collaborative project.
This was a detailed and often dérivative - notwithstanding
Fiorillo’s daims to originality - discussion of the schools of art
found in Europe since the time of the Renaissance. Having
explained his theory and methods in his introduction, Fiorillo
began the body of his study with a synopsis of the fate of the arts
from Constantine to Cimabue (an era he regarded, in a traditional manner, as one of décliné due to barbarie and Arabie
invasion), and then continued with the arts belonging to “mod
em history”. Beginning with the Renaissance, he divided mod
em time into three major periods (“Hauptperioden”): from
Cimabue to Raphaël, from Raphaël to the Caracci and from the
Caracci to Mengs (the latter a choice clearly influenced by the
writings of Winckelmann).57 While it is clear that Fiorillo proposed his periods based on the accepted belief in the superiority
of the classical tradition and its history, it is in his considération
of these divisions where he attempts to align his work with the
synthesizing endeavours of his university contemporaries. He
wrote, for instance, that the arts are the sisters of the sciences,
that one cannot make progress without the other, that the
history of their “Wachstum und Verfall” (“increase and dé
cliné”) was always and irrevocably related to the history of
religion, technology and political révolution, and that it was
according to these factors that divisions must be instituted.58
A history of art, for Fiorillo, was therefore to be achieved by
enhancing existing art historical “compilations” with an ac
count of technologies, beliefs, social and political institutions
and the connections between them; accordingly, Fiorillo organized his discussion of the various schools of painting first into
what he considered cohérent geographical régions, beginning
with Italy (the schools of Rome, Florence, Venicc, Lombardy,
Ferrara, Modena, Bologna and “the rest”) and moving on to
France, Spain and Great Britain. Although the notion of schools

Fiorillo’s scholarly history of art, as he constructed its linkages
through the Italian, French, Spanish and British schools, claimed,
as did the historiés of his colleagues, to illuminate the culture of
contemporary Europe. Believing that the past in the form of
history was necessary for the understanding of the présent,
Fiorillo clearly envisioned a history of art as intégral - perhaps
even indispensable - to the larger history his colleagues were
25
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writing. The question has, in fact, been raised as to whether a
Western history could hâve been possible without the researches
of art history and its intégration into university curricula.62 In
the case under discussion here, it seems that the new History
might indeed hâve required an art (or artefactual) history in
order for it to establish both a suitable story of humankind and
the place of European culture within that story. There can be no
doubt that this fledgling academie discipline would soon take
its place in what Stephen Bann has termed the nineteenth
century’s dominant “historical-mindedness” as a paradigmatic
form of knowledge,63 particularly in its contributions to the
conceptualizing/visualizing of the past in the modem univer
sity. This conceptualization ensured that those Western cultural
objects designated as good, civilized and beautiful would find
(and keep) their place in a new order, particularly in the form of
a university éducation to those who were to shape this new
social order in late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century
Germany and Western Europe. Fiorillo’s art history, as he himself put it, was not only a true academie work but would also
“equip” his male students, especially those who would hâve the
luxury of travel, “with the knowledge required for visiting galleries”.64 Here, they could recognize and appreciate not only
masters and masterpieces, but also the discourses of progress
and the “civilized” which the muséum pièces represented.
Fiorillo’s text thus situâtes itself as a synthesis of the art historical traditions of Vasarian-based chronicle and Winckelmannian
stylistic and historical analysis, as well as participating in the
now well-established educational goal of “understanding the
past” through historiés written by university-based scholars.
Not only did Fiorillo’s art history “illuminate” the deeply intertwined conceptions of history and of civilized “man” being
written at the university of Gôttingen, but it bestowed upon its
students that “useful” knowledge about European art and cul
ture - and thus the identity of the European subject - expected of
the university-educated.
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